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Introduction
Neutralino production at hadron colliders is an important part of the program of Supersymmetry (SUSY) searches [1, 2] . One special reason is related to the possibility that χ 0 1 , the lightest neutralino state, is in fact the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) [3] . This has two particular consequences; the first concerning the supersymmetric spectroscopy (chains and rates of decays) in R-parity conserving models [1] ; while the second largely determining the search for Dark Matter (DM) [4] .
DM detection in such a case is expected to occur either in a direct way (e.g. through the observation of nucleus recoil inχ 0 1 N →χ 0 1 N elastic scattering); or in an indirect way, by observing modifications of the cosmic spectrum of particles like photons, positrons, antiprotons etc., due to contributions fromχ 0 1χ 0 1 annihilation [5] . Concerning the indirect way, we have presented in two previous papers the results of a complete one-loop computation for the processesχ 0 iχ 0 j → γγ, gg involved in DM annihilation [6] , as well as the results for the reversed process of neutralino pair production at a photon-photon collider [7] . In [6] we have also emphasized that in certain benchmark MSSM models the gluon-gluon channel may be important for determining the neutralino relic density [8, 9, 10] .
We would expect therefore, that for neutralino pair production at a high energy hadron collider like LHC, kinematical domains may exist where the gluon structure function of the proton is so large [11] , that the one-loop gluon annihilation contribution may in fact be bigger than the tree levelcontribution. The precise study of such neutralinopair production process at LHC, through the subprocesses→χ constitutes the aim of the present paper. First, we present the helicity amplitudes and cross sections of the subprocess→ χ 0 iχ 0 j at tree level. In a second step, and in order to check the possible existence of important one-loop contributions to these amplitudes, the leading and sub-leading logarithmic contributions are included. We find that these leading one-loop corrections reduce the overall magnitude of thecontribution to the amplitudes by an amount that can reach the few tens of percent level for the kinematical domain attainable at 1 LHC. For determining them, we follow the procedure established for logarithmic electroweak and SUSY QCD corrections in [12, 13, 14] .
We then turn to the one-loop subprocess gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j , for which the helicity amplitudes are calculated using the set of diagrams established in [6, 7] . There, the neutralino annihilation amplitudesχ 0 iχ 0 j → gg were calculated under any kinematical conditions; but the accompanying numerical codes compute the neutralino MSSM annihilation cross section to gluons only at the appropriate for dark matter threshold region [15] . Using these results, the numerical code PLATONggnn has been also constructed, which calculates the reversed process cross section dσ(gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j )/dt for any (ŝ,t)-values and any MSSM model with real soft breaking parameters [15] .
We then compute the LHC cross sections for P P →χ 0 iχ 0 j + ..., by convoluting the gg andsubprocess cross sections, with the corresponding quark and gluon distribution functions in the initial protons P . We then discuss the contributions of both subprocess to several observables (invariant mass, transverse momentum and angular distributions) and we give illustrations for an extensive set of benchmark models in MSSM. As we will see below, depending on the choice of MSSM the parameters and the kinematical regions looked at, the one loop gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j subprocess may occasionally give comparable or even larger effects, than the tree level→χ 0 iχ 0 j one. These results imply an interesting complementarity between the future LHC measurements, the related γγ →χ 0 iχ 0 j measurements at a future Linear Collider and Dark Matter searches in cosmic experiments.
The contents of the paper is the following. Sect.2 is devoted to the process→χ 0 iχ 0 j . The general properties of the helicity amplitudes are studied in the subsection 2.1, where the seven basic independent amplitudes are identified. The tree-level helicity amplitudes and cross sections are subsequently presented in Section 2.2 and Appendix A.1; while the electroweak and SUSY QCD corrections to the helicity amplitudes, at leading and subleading logarithmic accuracy, are given in Section 2.3 and Appendix A.2. In Sect.3, the one loop process gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j is presented. Applications to neutralino pair production at LHC using the parton formalism are given in Sect.4 where the numerical results are also discussed, while the concluding remarks are given in Sect.5. The analytic expressions of the helicity amplitudes for→χ For an incoming qq-pair, and an outgoing pair of neutralinos, the process is written as
where (q 1 , q 2 , p i , p j ) and 2 (λ 1 , λ 2 , τ i , τ j ) are the momenta and helicities of the incoming and outgoing particles. The usual Mandelstam variables for the subprocess are defined aŝ
In the expressions for the helicity amplitudes given below,q andχ 0 j are treated as particles No2 in the JW conventions [16] . Since the top quark structure function is vanishing in the proton and the other quarks are not too heavy, the incoming q andq in (1) are taken as massless as far as the kinematics is concerned, but we keep the potentially large (particularly for the third family) Yukawa contributions to the couplings. Finally (m i , m j ) denote the (χ 0 i ,χ 0 j ) masses, respectively. The helicity amplitude for this process (1) is denoted as
where θ * is scattering angle in the c.m. of the subprocess. Fermi statistics for the final neutralinos implies
while CP-invariance, valid for real soft breaking and µ parameters, gives
where η i = ±1 is the CP-eigenvalue of theχ 0 i -neutralino [18] . On the basis of (4, 5) all qq-amplitudes may be expressed in terms of seven basic ones, selected as
The other amplitudes are determined from these through
We also note that (4, 5) imply the relations
3 We note that (4), which is induced by the anticommuting nature of the Fermionic fields, does not generally agree with the neutralino (anti)symmetry property assumed in [17] .
In terms of these helicity amplitudes, the unpolarized differential subprocess cross section may expressed as dσ(qq →χ
where the kinematics are defined in (2) and (B.11-B.16).
Born amplitudes and cross sections.
The Born amplitude for the process in (1) contains three diagrams (see Fig.1abc ) involving s, t and u channel exchanges and written as (11) where the index n refers to the summation over the exchanged L-and R-squarks of the same flavor in the t-and u-channel, P L/R = (1 ∓ γ 5 )/2, and (i, j) describe the final neutralinos.
Explicit expressions for the seven basic helicity amplitudes listed in (6) , are given in (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4) in Appendix A.1.
They involve the L and R Zqq-couplings defined as
where
with I 3 q , Q q being the isospin and charge of the various q L -quarks. The Z-neutralino couplings satisfying
with
where Z N denotes the neutralino mixing matrix in the notation of [19] ).
And the neutralino-quark-squark couplings
Here (q = u, d) refer to the incoming up and down quarks (antiquark) of any family 4 , while (q n =q L ,q R ) denote the corresponding squarks. We also note that the mixing matrices Z N in (15, 17) , control the Bino, Wino, Higgsino components of the neutralino in the Zχ 0 iχ 0 j and qqχ 0 coupling [19, 18] . Finally, we remark that s-channel Born part F
gives non-vanishing contributions only for purely higgsinos, whereas the t, u-channel Born parts for purely gaugino. One can then compute the differential cross section either through (9) and the helicity amplitudes in (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4), or directly by the trace procedure giving dσ(qq →χ
4 As usual, we will only consider non-vanishing structure functions for incoming u, d, s, c and b quarks.
·(m
where m i , m j are the neutralino masses and N ij are defined in (15) . The results in eq. (18) disagree with those of [17] , where symmetry properties of thẽ χ 0 iχ 0 j states which are different from those in (4) have been used.
One loop electroweak and SUSY QCD corrections to qq →χ
In principle, one loop electroweak and SUSY QCD corrections for→χ 0 iχ 0 j should be taken into account, particularly because the energy reach at LHC is so big, that the large logarithmic contributions to the amplitudes may reach the few tens of percent level [12, 13, 14] . In the models we have considered, this implies a reduction of the cross sections sometimes by almost a factor of two, while preserving their shape. Since the nonlogarithmic one-loop contributions seem to lie at the few percent level, which is also the level of the expected experimental accuracy, it may be adequate to ignore these difficult to calculate effects in (qq →χ 0 iχ 0 j ) at LHC energies. In this section we present therefore, the leading and subleading logarithmic contributions to the→χ 0 iχ 0 j helicity amplitudes, following [12, 13, 14] , where applications for LC and LHC have been given. They are separated into three types of electroweak terms and a SUSY QCD one, which are:
• Universal electroweak terms. These are process-independent terms appearing as correction factors to the Born amplitude. They consist of "gauge" and "Yukawa" contributions associated to each external line and determined by its quantum numbers and chirality. Their expressions for a quark or neutralino line are respectively determined as follows:
An external quark line of chirality a = L, R. Since all quarks are taken as massless in the kinematics 5 , the quark lines correspond to a definite chirality a. The induced correction then is
where A ijB a describes the corresponding Born amplitude involving an external quark line of chirality a, while (i, j)-count the mass eigenstates of the neutralinos. The coefficient in (20) is written as
with the gauge contribution being c(q, gauge) a = α 8π
We note that an external antiquark line should be counted separately giving an additional contribution determined by the same formulae (20-23). Moreover, the same formulae describe also the logarithmic contributions associated with each external squark, anti-squark, lepton or slepton line [12, 13, 14] .
For an external neutralino line of chirality b, it is convenient to use a matrix notation
and to separate the higgsino from the gaugino components of the matrix elements:
where c(χ
The logarithmic contributions associated to the purely higgsino s-channel Born amplitude A ikBs b
of Fig.1a only involve the "higgsino, gauge" and "higgsino, yuk" elements, whereas the contributions associated to the purely gaugino t-and u-Born amplitudes A ikBt,u b , only involve the "gaugino, gauge" elements.
• Angular and process dependent terms. They originate from diagrams involving W internal lines supplying soft-infrared ln 2 t or ln 2 u terms. Diagrams with internal Z lines are negligible, since their contributions turn out to be orthogonal to the Born terms and cannot interfere with them. The contributing diagrams therefore consist of boxes with an intermediate W W pair in the s-channel, triangles involving a single W connected to a squark exchange in the t or u channels, and boxes involving a single W and a squark in the t or u channels.
• Renormalization Group (RG) terms. They arise from intermediate Z boson Born terms, where running effects to the g and g ′ gauge couplings are also included. They only appear for the Higgsino components, which directly couple to the Z (see Fig.1a ). They are expressed as:
Applying this procedure to the 7 basic Born helicity amplitudes of Appendix A.1, implies the substitutions
with C A = 2, n g = 3, n h = 2 in MSSM.
• SUSY QCD terms. As discussed in [14] , for quark-antiquark processes we should also include the one loop SUSY QCD correction terms of the form
The resulting expression for the seven basic helicity amplitudes of (6) give enhancement factors of about 5 and 25, respectively. So one expects that the corrections are of the order of −5% for the quark or higgsino gauge terms, −25% for the gaugino gauge ones, and −10% for the higgsino yukawa terms (depending on tan β value). The angular dependent terms have a more complicated structure; their sign is not fixed, while their magnitude can reach the 10% level. The addition of these various electroweak terms is strongly model dependent, especially due to the Z N ij matrix elements controlling the amount of the higgsino and of gaugino components of the neutralinos. The net effect on the amplitude though, is essentially always negative and can easily reach the several tens of percent level. The SUSY QCD corrections remain always around −5%.
3 The one loop process gg →χ
This process first appears at the one loop level through the triangle and box diagrams fully listed in [6] . These diagrams basically involve gluon-quark-squark and neutralinochargino-squark couplings; no gluino can appear at this order. Accidental degeneracies between the neutralino masses and squark masses can give some enhancement effects. In addition, single Z, h 0 , H 0 or A 0 exchanges in the s-channel, can also give enhancements and resonance effects at the corresponding c.m. energies. These situations are rather similar to those already mentioned for the γγ →χ 0 iχ 0 j process in [7] . The helicity amplitudes for the process
are denoted as
where the momenta and helicities of the incoming gluons and outgoing neutralinos are defined, and θ * again denotes the c.m. scattering angle. As in [7] , the Jacob-Wick conventions [16] are used implying
fromχ 0 iχ 0 j fermion-antisymmetry, and
from gg-boson symmetry. If the MSSM breaking parameters and the Higgs parameter µ are real, then CP invariance holds, implying
where η i , η j = ±1 are the CP-eigenvalues of the two produced neutralinos 6 . In such a case, time inversion invariance also holds implying the same helicity amplitudes for the process (31) and its inverse. Combining (33, 34, 35), we get
where the first part comes from (33, 34) alone, while for the last part the CP-invariance relation (35) is also used. In terms of these helicity amplitudes, the unpolarized differential subprocess cross section is dσ(gg
Together with the present paper, we release in [15] the numerical code PLATONggnn, which calculates the differential cross section (37) as a functions of θ * andŝ, for any set of real SUSY parameters at the electroweak scale.
The above amplitudes are basically of order α s /π weaker than the tree levelamplitudes of the preceding Section. In certain SUSY models though, this reduction can be partially compensated by the aforementioned enhancement factors. But in practice, the most important feature at LHC is the relative size of gg anddistribution functions inside the proton; i.e. the fact that at "low" subenergies the gg fluxes are much larger thanones. Because of this, and as we see in Section 4, there are benchmark models where the gg contribution to neutralino-neutralino production at LHC, is larger than theone. The present formalism allows of course to compute anyχ 0 iχ 0 j channel for any MSSM model with real soft breaking and µ parameters, using code PLATONggnn released in [15] . In this paper we also assumed that theχ 0 1 escapes the detector without being observed 7 , so that the identification of e.g. theχ 2 channels. 6 We follow the same notation as in e.g. [18] . 7 This would be the case ifχ 0 1 is the stable LSP.
As an example, for the quark and gluon distribution functions inside the proton we use the MRST2003c package [11] at the scale (B.30). Using this and the 31 benchmarks models [8, 9, 10] already considered in the previous papers 8 [6, 7] , we have made numerical computations of the above three single variable distributions. Two main features come out from this study.
At high invariant subprocess energies (close to 1 TeV), the gg contribution becomes negligible compared to the qq-ones. This is due to two effects; the gg subprocess cross section is reduced by the one loop factor α s /π compared to the tree level qq-subprocess, while the gg luminosity is comparable to (or even weaker than) theone.
On the opposite energy site, within a few hundreds of GeV above threshold, the gg flux may be so large, that the gg contribution may compete or even overpass the qqcontribution by a factor of 10 or more in some of the benchmark models. This
there is a resonant enhancement in the gg contribution (models SPS1a1, SPS5, SPS6, SPS8 , [8] ), while in Figs.6, 7 the gg contribution is smooth but important at low subenergies (models SPS7, CDG24, [8, 10] ), and it is further reduced in 9 SPS4 (Fig.8) .
In all cases, one sees that the gg contribution to dσ/dŝ has a larger slope than thecontribution; the effect being mainly due to the behavior of the gluon distribution functions. The precise magnitude of the gg contribution is however strongly model dependent and arises as the result of many features of the SUSY spectrum involved in the one loop diagrams contributing to gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j [6] . As already discussed at the end of Sect.2.3, the one loop logarithmic corrections to→χ 0 iχ 0 j tend to reduce the size of thetree level cross sections; see also [12, 13, 14] . The SUSY electroweak part of these corrections, is strongly model dependent (due to the neutralino mixing matrix and tan β), and can reach several tens percent for the amplitudes. On the contrary, the SUSY QCD corrections are rather weak for subenergies less than 1 TeV; i.e. only a few percent for the amplitudes. For certain models, the addition of the various terms can lead to a reduction of the size of thecross sections by almost a factor two, but they do not strongly modify their shapes. This helps to enhance the relative importance of the gg contribution.
The features observed in the dσ/dŝ distributions of Figs.2-8, can also be seen in the transverse energy distributions dσ/dx T i . In order to not multiply the number of figures, we only give illustrations of this fact for two typical models, SPS1a in Fig.9 (where there is a resonance), and SPS7 in Fig.10 (where there is no resonance).
Finally we have examined the distribution dσ/dχ i which is essentially controlled by the neutralino-neutralino center of mass angular distribution; i.e. the cos θ * dependence discussed in Appendix B2.4 and (B.19). We have given typical illustrations, for models SPS1a in Fig.11 , and SPS7 in Fig.12 . We note there, that the one loop correction to thecontribution occasionally appears to be larger than a factor of 2 in the small χ i range. Remarking that this particular effect is caused by large ln |t|-terms arising from regions where |t| is small and the leading-log predictions not valid, we conclude that the numerical values dσ/dχ i in Figs.11,12 should not be taken too seriously for small χ i . For large χ i though, the results in Figs.11,12 should be reliable and indicate that the gg process can be important in this region, especially when there is an A 0 or H 0 resonance effect. This appears as a threshold effect corresponding to the value of χ i above which the mass of the resonance lies within the allowed integration domain for (B.43). Thus, the χ i distributions can also be used as a complementary test of the dynamics responsible for neutralino-neutralino production.
Final discussion
In this paper we have considered the neutralino pair production processes in proton-proton collisions at LHC. In the description we have taken into account the subprocess→χ 0 iχ 0 j calculated at the Born level as a first option, and as a second option we have included also leading and subleading logarithmic corrections. The genuine one loop gg →χ
subprocess, is fully taken into account. The description applies to any MSSM model with real soft breaking and µ parameters. Analytic expressions for the helicity amplitudes have been explicitly written for qq-subprocess, while a numerical code PLATONggnn is released allowing the computation of the rather involved dσ(gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j )/dt, for any neutralino pair [15] .
After convoluting the subprocess cross sections with parton distribution functions, several observable distributions in P P →χ 2 production in the context of 31 benchmarks MSSM models. A strong model dependence is observed in such productions, to which almost all aspects of the MSSM spectrum contribute, through masses and mixing matrix elements.
One of the most striking feature that we have found is the important role of the gg subprocesses, which, although basically suppressed by the one loop α s /π factor, can in some models give larger contributions than thesubprocess. This may occur close to and slightly above threshold, at subenergies where the gg luminosity is large enough to compensate for the extra α s /π factor. In some models, the one loop gg amplitudes is further enhanced by the presence of A 0 or H 0 Higgs boson resonant effects, and possibly also by accidental degeneracies between neutralino and squark masses.
We have also given detail illustrations for the invariant mass, transverse energy and angular distributions, for the case of seven of the benchmark models, where the gg contribution is generally spectacular; i.e. appearance of peaks, threshold effects etc. In the few hundreds of GeV subenergy domain, such structures in the dσ/dŝ distributions appear in the range of 1 to 100 f b/T eV −2 and should be observable at LHC. This may also be true for the dσ/dx T i and dσ/dχ i distributions; compare Figs.9-11. We should remember though, that there exist benchmark models also where the gg contribution is rather marginal, as e.g. in model SPS4 [8] and others [9, 10] . In all cases, the effect of the one loop logarithmic corrections to thecross sections appear to be at the few tens of percent level or more, compared to the tree contribution, and should be taken into account in LHC computations.
These features make the neutralino pair production processes rather interesting for testing the SUSY dynamics at LHC. The reason is that they provide tests which will be complementary to those addressing the cascade decays of initially produced colored SUSY particles to eventuallyχ 0 1 , which is here assumed to be the LSP; e.g. studies of mass spectra and decay branching ratios [2] . In particular, consistency checks should thus become available, allowing the strengthening of possible constraints on the validity of specific models. Ifχ 0 1 turns out to be an important or dominant component Dark Matter, the present calculations 10 , should also help in providing LHC constraints on the direct or indirect observations of the Dark Matter properties, whenever they will become available. 10 For the same reason, Linear Collider studies should also be helpful [7] . Appendix A A.1 Tree level helicity amplitudes for→χ
Using the notation of (10), the Born contributions arising from the s-channel diagram in Fig.1a , to the seven basic helicity amplitudes listed in (6) consist of
Here θ * is the scattering angle in the c.m. of the subprocess, and Z N denotes the neutralino mixing matrix in the notation of [19] . The Born contributions to the seven basic helicity amplitudes of (6), arising from the t-channel diagram in Fig.1b , are
while the corresponding contributions by the u-channel diagram in Fig.1c , are
The summation in ( A.2 Leading log helicity amplitudes for→χ
In this subsection we include the one-loop leading log contributions to the seven basic amplitudes of (6) . We use the various couplings defined in (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and
while an ln-symbol standing alone should be understood as
Denoting then by (q = u, d) the quark occurring in the initial state, and by (q ′ = d, u) the corresponding companion quark belonging to the same SU(2) doublet, and describing by M S the effective average mass for the the squarks of the same flavor as the incoming quarks, the seven basic amplitudes of (6) are written as The rapidities and production angles ofχ 0 i ,χ 0 j , in the lab-system, are related to their energies and momenta along the beam-axis of hadron A, (taken as theẑ-axis) by e 2y i = E i + p i cos θ i E i − p i cos θ i , e 2y j = E j + p j cos θ j E j − p j cos θ j (B.6)
The center-of-mass rapidityȳ of theχ For the numerical calculations presented here, we use as an example the MRST2003c code for quark and gluon structure functions [11] , taking the factorization scale as 
B.2.2 The rapidity distribution
Since the y i distribution has to be symmetric, we only consider the case of y i > 0, for calculating the x T i -limits. Then in The χ i distribution in SPS7 of [8] .
